City of Westbrook
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING
2 York St. Westbrook, Maine 04092 (207) 854-9105 Fax: (866) 559-0642

WESTBROOK PLANNING BOARD
TUESDAY, JULY 1, 2008, 7:00 P.M.
WESTBROOK HIGH SCHOOL, ROOM 114
MINUTES
Present: Ed Reidman, (Chair) (Ward 5), Rene Daniel (Vice-Chair) (Ward 1), Dennis Isherwood
(Ward 2), Paul Emery (Ward 3), Cory Fleming (At Large)
Absent: Scott Herrick (Alternate), Greg Blake (At Large), Michael Taylor (Alternate), and Anna
Wrobel (Ward 4)
Staff: Molly Just, Richard Gouzie
Chairman Reidman called the Westbrook Planning Board meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. in Room 114 of the
Westbrook High School. Mr. Reidman informed the audience of the purpose for the public hearing, and asked
everyone who would speak to do so at the podium, being certain to speak clearly and provide the Board with their
name and address. Chairman Reidman stated that the Board would hear a presentation accept any additional Staff
comments. Chairman Reidman explained that any action taken at this meeting would be dependant upon time
constraints.

1. Public Hearing - Land Use Ordinances – Section 404 - Sign Regulations in the
City Center District – The intent is to create a more streamlined, yet
comprehensive, and user friendly set of regulations for signage that
acknowledges existing businesses downtown while recognizing the City’s goal for
a more pedestrian oriented setting with a greater mix of uses to boost the overall
success of downtown Westbrook.
Ed Reidman explained that the Board does not approve the ordinance they make
recommendations to the Council.
Molly Just presented the following:
Staff is in the process of updating regulations for signage in the City Center Zoning
District (generally downtown Westbrook) of Section 404 – Sign Regulations. The existing
and draft sign regulations are attached for reference. Signage for other commercial
districts will be addressed at a later time as necessary.
With this update our intent is to be content neutral and to streamline the sign regulations
and fill in gaps that are missing from the current regulations. The existing regulations are
not comprehensive enough to meet today’s needs given the advanced lighting, materials,
and design technologies and the new businesses that are attracted to downtown
Westbrook. Signage has a significant impact on the overall image and environment
downtown where there is a greater amount of development and that development is more
compact than in other areas of the City.
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Background.
The City Center District was established to return downtown Westbrook to a prominent
regional service center and includes an overlay of design standards to encourage new
development consistent with the goal to revitalize downtown. Consistent with the vision
for the City Center District, our intent is to create a more streamlined, yet comprehensive,
and user friendly set of regulations for signage that acknowledges existing signage while
recognizing the City’s goal for a more pedestrian oriented setting with a greater mix of
uses to boost the overall success of downtown Westbrook.
Our ultimate objective downtown is for visitors to park once while visiting a number of
businesses and for downtown residents to walk to work, shopping, and entertainment
destinations. Therefore we need to introduce sign types and sizes that are more scaled to
the pedestrian such as awning, blade, and sandwich board (currently allowed) signs.
Another part of increasing the use mix and attracting residential uses downtown will be
reducing light pollution going forward. Residents will likely not want to experience light
trespass from neighboring business signs. We are proposing a cut-off time for signs as
well as introducing additional language regulating the brightness levels on-site and light
trespass off-site.
Major Concepts
City Center District
Sign Types Allowed

Existing Regulations

Draft Regulations

Blade (overhanging)
Awning (overhanging)
Freestanding “Pylon”
Freestanding
Ground
Mounted
Sandwich Board
Message Board
Information “Direction” Signs
Time and Temperature
Banners/Community Events
Building Mounted
Small Tenant Listing Sign

No
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not called out

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Comparison of Major Concepts
Illumination(turn
No
off required)
Number of building mounted 2 per tenant per exterior
signs allowed
face of building along a
street or parking lot.

Yes
1 sign (total) per exterior
face of building along a
street or parking lot. May
be coupled with an awning
sign, sandwich board sign,
and freestanding ground
2
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Materials (metal allowed)
Materials (plastic allowed)

No

mounted.
Yes
Only on buildings with 4 or On buildings with 4 or
more stories
more stories or where a
sign consists solely of
individual letters the letters
may be routed faced plastic
and internally lit or
externally back lit.

Outreach.
In early December staff met with representatives from sign consulting firms that do
business in Westbrook in order to get input from professionals with significant experience
in creating signs and addressing the signage needs of the local business community. Our
overall objectives and major concepts were generally well received and these
professionals provided helpful input and guidance. At the beginning of January staff
circulated a letter to downtown businesses notifying them of this project and of a Planning
Board Workshop which would provide an opportunity for public input. The January 8th
Planning Board Workshop was a valuable opportunity to get initial feedback from the
Planning Board and the community in an informal setting.
Since then the draft sign regulations have been revised based on that feedback to an extent
consistent with the intent of the City Center District. On April 16th a letter went out to
landowners and business owners notifying them of an upcoming Planning Board meeting
and providing them with the existing and draft sign regulations. Public notice was sent to
all landowners in the City Center District notifying them of this public hearing and notice
was also posted in the newspaper and at City Hall.

Changes Based on Feedback
Comment
Incorporate building materials into signs.

Staff Response
Most building materials would be allowed
on the signs.
Keep in mind the character difference between the We are trying to establish consistency in
east and west ends of Main St.
signage in the City Center.
What about allowing business names on directional There are other opportunities to incorporate
signs.
business names.
Provide examples of encouraged and discouraged This can be done.
signs.
Allow projected light signs
This would not necessarily be in character
with the smaller scale of our downtown and
might overwhelm the space within and
surrounding such a sign.
Time and temperature signs are enabled by State law. State law does not require that such signs
be allowed.
Once the amendments are adopted allow for low cost We will follow through on this idea.
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loans for a limited time to encourage reinvestment.
Have something available to the public explaining
the benefits of renovating signage.
Why approve regulations that don’t require
replacement of non-conforming signs?
What about signage for interior and upper story
tenants?

We will follow through on this idea.
We cannot do this.

Most commercial buildings in Westbrook
are one or two stories and therefore have
fewer tenants and enough opportunity for
signage given the ability to put multiple
tenants on the primary signage and we have
added the option of a small tenant listing
sign at entryways.
The City needs to send out a letter to landowners and This can be done.
business owners letting them know they are/will be
non-conforming.
Limit window signs on first floor only.
Done.
Goose neck lights are not energy efficient.
This depends on the type of bulb used.
What about a routed-face plastic letter sign.
The draft regulations have been changed to
allow for this type of signage.
Lighting standards are too vague.
This has been addressed.
Allow concrete as a material.
Done.
Characterize the sign cut-off time as energy efficient. Done.
Round the clock lighting allows more advertising This is not energy efficient and promotes
time
light pollution particularly if the business is
not open for business to the public.
LEDs can be very bright.
We regulate intensity.
Ed Reidman ask for comments from the Public
Sam Novak, owner of Hub Furniture in business for some 40+ years. This is probably the
third or fourth meeting that I have attended on this agenda item. I think that April 16 th
notice that we received, that agenda item did not reach the Planning Board, and it was a
busy agenda. I would urge the Planning Board to request that staff to meet with Businesses
the Sign Companies, I know I have asked for that.
I think if we can make a Municipal private partnership going forward on this
ordinance, it would make it much better then to have staff bring to you a document that
businesses in the downtown area have not been a participant of. I know that molly talked
about a Chamber meeting, I do not know if that took place and I do not know who
participated in it. I know that I am a downtown business owner and a taxpayer and I have
not received an invitation to attend such a meeting that would ultimately affect my
business. For things to go forward, it is much easier to row in the same direction rather
than have a document that I am not sure of the urgency of this document.
There are several items in there that are troublesome to me. I would love to talk to
someone about either at a task force level, at a down town meeting level, some other small
committee, and then we all come forward to the Planning Board and say that this is a
document that we can support together.
4
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I know on earlier occasions six or seven people wanted to speak to you, then the
next meeting it fell off to three, then two and I am the lone survivor. Two other people that
could not attend this evening called me today knowing that I want this to be a fair process.
I urge the item be tabled, so everyone has a chance to participate before you just pass it. I
am sure you want to know my position on these items and from other businesses that will
have to abide by this. I know Bailey Sign sent a letter. I do not know who has it, but they
wanted it read into the record. I think Bailey Signs position is similar to mine.
It sounds that if we can get a round table discussion made up of downtown business
people, sign companies and the Planning Board or a committee from the Planning Board I
would think that you would have a much more viable successful document that we can all
support going forward.
Ed Reidman read letter into record from Bailey Sign:
(Editors Note: Please see next page)
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Ed Reidman asked for more public comments.
Public Hearing Closed
7
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No further comments
2. Call to Order
3. Approval of Minutes
Rene Daniel moved to approve the minutes for May 6. 2008 as presented
2nd by Dennis Isherwood
The vote was unanimous in favor 5-0
Continuing Business
4. Land Use Ordinance – Section 404 - Sign Regulations in the City Center District –
The intent is to create a more streamlined, yet comprehensive, and user friendly
set of regulations for signage that acknowledges existing businesses downtown
while recognizing the City’s goal for a more pedestrian oriented setting with a
greater mix of uses to boost the overall success of downtown Westbrook.
S

S

Ed Reidman we have had our Public Hearing and our task this evening is to make a
recommendation to the City Council.
Molly Just there was a comment in Ms. Emery’s letter regarding attempts to streamline
signage to a uniform specific code is limited. That is not at all what this does; it actually
allows more sign types than are currently allowed. The confusion in the existing ordinance
is that we call out new materials by name, so it is very clear as to what materials are
allowed for signage. We have more signage materials now, we have never had any
intention in the current ordinance or proposed language to require specific colors. We talk
about colors that get to the light pollution. I am happy to go over the routed face plastic
letter language with Ms. Emery; I thought it was quite clear. I have told you about our
outreach to date and have no further comments.
Rene Daniel can you refresh my memory as to what is a pylon sign?
Molly Just a free standing pylon sign Dunkin Donuts, several of the pizza shops, the
Century 21 sign. It is a large sign on a pole.
Rene Daniel can you briefly go through the process again you used to have contact with
the businesses and the citizens.
Molly Just going back to December when we started this we had a meeting with
representatives from Bailey Signs and Sign Design and we received good feedback from
them. We circulated a hand delivered letter and delivered to business owners in person and
to land owners by mail for the first Planning Board workshop. We did the same thing for
the second Planning Board workshop, unfortunately as Mr. Novak mentioned, that did not
8
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take place as we ran out of time that evening. We have discussed these proposed changes
with the Westbrook Chamber and with the Westbrook Development Collaborative. That is
where we received a lot of our feed back regarding light control and how to address that.
Cory Fleming in summary we had three meeting with business owners could participate
and had three letters go out and plus Public Notices, correct?
Molly Just at this point there has been three agenda items for the Planning Board, each
time letters have gone out. There was a Development Collaborative meeting a Westbrook
Chamber meeting and an early meeting with two sign companies.
Ed Reidman any other questions or comments? Seeing none as I stated earlier, the duty of
Planning Board is to make a recommendation to the Council either a positive or negative
recommendation to the City Council. The other alternative is to place it on the table.
Mr. Novak asked if he could speak to the Board at this time.
Ed Reidman explained that the Public Hearing was closed unless the Board will allow
further comment at this time.
The Board allowed Mr. Novak to speak to the Board
Sam Novak how many times has the Planning Board met with businesses of different
categories. There has been a Planning Board workshop only one of which I have
participated in. There have been no meetings specifically drawn to get downtown business
owners to meet with the Planning Board to discuss this sign ordinance. So I as a member
of the community and you ask me if I have had any participation in this process, I did not
and was not invited to do so.
Dennis Isherwood we have discussed the sign ordinance quite a bit, but I will say that
Sam Novak words mean quite a bit to me. He has been around the community for a long
time. When he speaks I pay attention to what he says. He is the longest business owner that
I know in Westbrook. Have we exhausted all communication with business owners, are we
at that point now that it is just our ball to toss around?
Molly Just this process has taken all the usual steps as well as meetings with the Chamber,
the Development Collaborative that is your call. The one step we took that was very much
additional was to hand delivery the letters to the business owners. The landowner is not
always the business owner that was the intent to contact all business owners.
Paul Emery if written notification has been sent to businesses and this item has appeared
on agendas, regardless of delayed hearings, I believe that there has been sufficient time for
businesses to take the lead or example of the sign professional which is to address any
issues. The final judge will be the City Council but beyond that will be the City itself and if
it does not work or causes problems I am sure someone will come and change it. I believe
we should move it to the Council and go from there.
9
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Rene Daniel I agree with Mr. Emery, I believe we have had a lot of conversation about
this and I believe there has been sufficient input, not necessarily as much as everyone
wants to have, but when I read this document there is a lot about it that I like, there is a lot
that I feel should be put into place, however fully reflecting on what the Chairman says is
that it belongs with the legislative court which is the City Council.
I believe it is logical to move this to the City Council where they can have a lively
debate and have the businesses come forward so the City Council can really be hands on
because they are the ones that are going to say yeas or no. I think tabling this item will
only delay the process. I would be in favor of moving this forward that way it can come to
closure.
Cory Fleming assuming that the Planning Board sends this to the City Council for
discussion and debate, we are not voting to approve or disapprove it in its current state,
correct?
Ed Reidman actually what is required is to make a recommendation to City Council.
Cory Fleming whether we support it or not?
Ed Reidman yes
Cory Fleming assuming it goes to City Council, they can choose to kick it back to us.
Ed Reidman yes
Rene Daniel I move to send the document that City Planner has recommended to City
Council to approve as presented.
2nd Paul Emery
The vote was 4-1 (Dennis Isherwood opposed)
Ed Reidman I will read a section from the City Ordinance
Sec. 2-275. Voting generally
(b) Any and all matters pertaining to changes in zoning or proposed amendments to the
zoning or subdivision ordinances, an affirmative vote of a majority of all the members of
the board (four (4) votes) shall be necessary for its passage. (Ord. of 12-3-73; Ord. of 922-86, § 1)
If the vote had been 3-2 the motion would not have passed. With that said, can I
have a motion to go into workshop?
Rene Daniel moved to workshop
2nd by Paul Emery
The vote was unanimous in favor 5-0
10
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Workshop: Note – Public comment will be accepted during workshop
5. Recess to Workshop
Ed Reidman the purpose of a workshop to allow public input and we are going to discuss
a sketch plan. A sketch plan is the first time someone comes before our Board. Prior to this
Ordinance that we are working under now there was a provision that when a plan first
came to us, particularly with a subdivision plan there was written verbiage that the Board
take comments from the public as to what was coming forward. The general reason
developers come before the Board with a sketch plan is to receive input with regard to the
plan. I realize that people have concerns and they do not want the project to move forward.
There is always that potential when we go to a public hearing. The purpose of the
expression in the workshop is to help guide the proponent on what they are presenting.
With that we are now in workshop, I will regulate the comments and again after we have a
presentation I will ask anyone who wants to speak, just like a public hearing is to come to
the microphone, state you name and address and ask your questions or give your concerns,
I will note them and get them answered for you.
6. Sketch Plan – Pike Industries – MAI Environmental, on behalf of Pike
Industries, for relocating and consolidating its aggregate processing and hot mix
asphalt paving operations on property located at 645 Spring Street. Tax Map: 5,
Lots: 11 and B-3. Zone: Industrial Park District.
Ed Reidman it is my understanding that the materials that were sent to the Planning Board
are not the same materials that will be presented tonight. Is that correct?
(Editors Note: unidentified speaker said we will present both).
Ed Reidman I will read a communication that was sent to us and to Molly an e-mail
forwarded by the Mayor:
Dear City Council,
I am the owner of WPXT and WPME television stations, located in Westbrook. If Pike
Industries is allowed to expand as they plan, we will have no choice but to move our facility
from its current location. The blasting is already taking a toll on our building and tower, as
well as our employee’s sanity. It is very embarrassing to have clients in our studios, us
trying to sell them on production services or worse, in the process of shooting a
commercial and have the entire building shake.
We will be forced to sell our property to an industrial type user, who does not have the high
profile of a television facility. We simply will be forced to move if Pike is allowed to continue
its unchecked expansion
It is incumbent on officials such as yourselves to stop this type of destructive growth.
Sincerely,
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John Parente
CP Media
New Age Media
P (570) 970-5619
F (570) 970-5652
jparente@newagemediatv.com

Ted Johnson with MIA Environmental on behalf of Pike Industries presented aspects of
the Spring Street Project. I want to present our project and this will provide us opportunity
for input as we move forward.
For us this is a very exciting and important project. This is a significant commitment for
the future of our company our community and the State of Maine.
Pike is a leading producer of aggregate and paving for Maine roads. With this
project, Pike is going to relocate and consolidate its facility currently located in Portland
on Bishop Street, on Main Street and Spring Street in Westbrook. By doing this it brings
Cinergy and it complements what is already there. It eliminates the truck traffic that goes
from Spring Street to Westbrook, Westbrook to Bishop Street or from Spring Street to
Bishop Street, all of that is happening right now.
What we plan on doing is to use the existing 31.88 acre quarry that was permitted
by the State of Maine back in 1971 and has another expected life of another 80 years. Then
move to a second phase in the quarry which has anticipated life of another 40 years. We
will build new offices, quality testing lab and a new equipment maintenance garage. We
will install new aggregate processing and hot asphalt pavement facilities.
In addition to the approval from the City of Westbrook I think you can appreciate
that this project must meet various State and Federal requirements. Pike has assembled a
team of experts in geology, hydro geology, civil engineering, traffic movement, noise
abatement, air quality and natural resources to work with them as we develop this project.
This is the plan that was submitted to the City in March. (Editors Note: map
showed existing quarry, covered entrances, explained new expansion and utilization of
parcel).
When we met with the City of Westbrook we heard many concerns and as we move
forward we will take that into consideration. We have also met with the abutters and have
committed to site investigations. We have delineated the wetlands. We have gone through
and had the DEP work with us to make sure we understand where the Steam Channels
were. Steams like Clarkes Brook that is fairly well developed. It is questionable where the
stream actually is, so we had a stream determination from the DEP and found exactly
where it is so we can plan accordingly. There is a crossing plan here that is an allowed use.
A permitted use by the Army Corp of Engineers and the DEP. This would be a culvert
crossing, a 75’ foot culvert to allow a 60’ foot path across there for road use. Hearing from
our abutters we heard concerns about visual impacts. Don McFadden will speak to that.
Don McFadden MAI Environmental, on behalf of Pike Industries I conducted a visual
assessment to evaluate specific visual impacts that Pikes proposed project may have on
abutting properties.
The study consisted of floating a 4’ foot diameter weather balloon at locations and
elevations representing the top of Pikes proposed structures. The structures considered for
the study were the crusher plant located north-west of Clarkes Brook and the hot mix
12
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storage silo located southeast of Calpine Drive. (Editors Note: showed overhead map
depicting balloons as represented by blue and gold stars). While the balloons were in
position MAI photographed views of the facility from the abutting Idexx parking lot. The
photographs were taken at a location and an elevation which simulates a view that a six
foot tall person would have faced to it at the south east corner at the top floor of Idexx
administrative office.
MAI also took a series of photographs to provide you with a 360 degree view from
the photograph location. This was taken to give you a perspective of how Pike’s proposed
expansion fits into the overall visual landscape of the Industrial Park. Pike’s Spring Street
property is contained completely in view one. (Editors Note: showed photographs of view
one). This shows the top of the hot mix asphalt silo in yellow.
View Two is to the West - Southwest most of the picture is the tree line along
Idexx’s parking lot. (Editors note: showed photographs of view two).
View Three is to the North-Northwest with Saco Street and Eisenhower Drive as a
reference point. (Editors Note: showed photographs of view three). This shows Idexx
Facility, Bisson Facility and the parking for Idexx.
View 4 which is to the East shows the building structures Yellow Freight Services,
BSP Transportation and Remstar with Sappi facility on the horizon. (Editors Note: showed
photographs of view four).
The only balloon we saw was on the top of the proposed hot mix asphalt silo which
is below the tree line. This location was determined by visual recognition of the balloon we
flew that day. (Editors Note: showed photograph taken at elevation of 148’ feet). The
actual storage silo is 65’ feet.
Ted Johnson this is an arial photograph with the site plan superimposed.
Ted Johnson identified Idexx vs. the existing quarry, and then further explained
that this concept is different than the first one. Blue Rock Stone Center was identified as
Pike has approached them to try and acquire that property. In this proposal the hot mix
plant has moved as well as the entrance to the proposed facility (shown on map). The
platform scales and scale house have been moved and we would utilize the Blue Rock
buildings. This layout is not optimum for Pike, it presents considerable up from costs the
acquisition of the Blue Rock parcel associated re-location expenses, and increased
handling cost because the aggregate produced will be moved across the entire property
parcel. These were costs the Pike could entertain to address concerns of some of our
abutters. Pike was willing to make it work for the abutters. After the abutters reviewed this
option, we were told that this did not work for them either. So we are back to the original
submission that is optimum for Pike.
Continued production of high quality aggregate out of this quarry, phase one. This
quarry permitted in 1971 was active and is still active. It has an anticipated life of about 80
years. Phase two is an expansion of a new quarry area. That is anticipated to have an
additional 40 years of life. Construction of new offices and the use of the existing platform
scales and scale house was shown on the map as well as a new quality testing lab,
maintenance garage. They would rely on the existing Pike entrance and the aggregate
would remain in the same area as well as the stock pile area.
A picture of the Rock Crusher at the Poland facility was shown and Ted explained
how it would be used in the quarry and how Pike could address the City Planners concern
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about noise by fixing the crusher within the quarry that would give quite a bit of noise
abatement.
The next step would be the moving of the crushed aggregate, we would use
conveyors as they do not require any fuel and they are quiet, but we would have trucks as
well as conveyors do on occasion break down. They would be conveyed to a secondary
crusher to be ground into finer stone, from there to a wash plant using an auger and in this
use the organic material rises up and the heavier stuff falls out, then sorted and stock piled.
We talked with many of the abutters and as we had considered relocation but the
other abutters have contacted the City with concerns. Dealing with abutters is an issue and
a challenge but this is something we are working hard to do. This proposal is what we
think works best for Pike.
The pavement will be made to produce hot mix asphalt pavement or HMA which
is referred to as black top, tar mack pavement. It is comprises of 95 % of aggregates,
crushed rock, stone, gravel and sand, 5% liquid asphalt or liquid cement. The aggregate is
produced on site, but the liquid asphalt or cement is a petroleum product manufactured
elsewhere and is trucked in. The aggregate after being washed is wet, at the hot mix asphalt
plant the aggregate is dried and the liquid cement is mixed in. This plant will produce 400
tons per hour. It has the ability to produce warm mixed asphalt which has environmental,
production and cost advantages.
This plant can capture volatiles that eliminate the blue smoke and asphalt orders by
feeding into the combustion process. It is the state of the art and meets or exceeds State
standards. Then the silos would be used for storage for the product. The disadvantage on
the other plan is that the aggregate would be trucked from one side of the plant to the other,
not optimum as I said, but Pike could make it work if others had agreed.
This is a significant project as I said; this is a concept or sketch plan. We would
like to hear from you and the public and for us to continue to work with that and continue
to move forward to the final plan. In addition to the City’s approval process this needs
State permitting reviews to include the quarry permit for the new location, the crushed
needs a Maine DEP Emission License which as to be permitted prior to operation, –
Natural Resource Protection Act Permit (the crossing of Clarkes Brook.), Storm Water
Management from EPA to review our storm waters and we will be working with City
Engineers for that, the fuel storage to run this facility will be in an above ground storage
tanks which are regulated by the State Fire Marshall and DEP which require a spill
prevention containment encounter measures plan, because of the volumes it will also have
to meet Federal standards and the use of the Spring Street entrance as we are changing the
use somewhat will require a Maine Department Of Transportation traffic movement
permit. This is our concept plan and we are looking forward to hearing from you.
Ed Reidman when you come forward with your plan it would be my understanding that
you will be here for a special exception, because what I heard you say that you will be
going for an additional permit for an Extractive Industry.
Ted Johnson yes, for this area here. (Editors Note: shown on map)
Ed Reidman the existing facility on Main Street in Westbrook manufactures pavement
asphalt, also Portland Cement Concrete?
14
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Ted Johnson in the past
Ed Reidman you do not intend to move the Concrete facilities?
Ted Johnson at this point we will not move from Main Street.
Cory Fleming with respect to the existing quarry and the new quarry will these be
operating at the same time or is this a sequential time frame.
Ted Johnson sequential that is why we have it as Phase One and Phase Two.
Cory Fleming that expires in 80 years and then we can go with the new one. Could you
just summarize the objections to the other design? What were the abutters telling you were
the problems with it?
Ted Johnson I think there are larger issues to just not liking the project. I do not want to
speak for abutters. I think what we are trying to do is to hear from them adjust as we can,
but we are committed to making this go forward. This is very important to Pike and our
future. We want to work with our abutters and we will listen. As to what they think or feel
I think it is best for them to speak for themselves. I can tell you that it was not just one
thing; there are a number of things that make them uncomfortable.
Cory Fleming I was just trying to get a feel of issues between this design and another
design.
Ted Johnson often it is esthetics, concerns about potential impacts from noise and other
issues I am sure.
Paul Emery I appreciate your statement that you can not speak for the abutters however it
is my understanding that there were concerns raised by Idexx. I am not asking you to speak
for them but were they one of the abutters that you spoke with and do you feel comfortable
that they are more comfortable.
Ted Johnson I think that our relations are that we speak to each other and try to
understand each others concerns. I am not here to tell you that they love the project; I know
that they do not. By talking to people I think it helps and both parties have a greater
appreciation of each others needs and concerns, but reasonable people do disagree.
Ed Reidman asked for Public comments
Doug Fink I am the General Manger of Mr. Parente TV Station WPXT and WPME TV
and we are located at 4 Ledgeview Drive which is about a ½ a mile from ground zero. We
built a multi million dollar facility in 1999 and as the previous speaker said we do not love
the project. We do not like anything about it as you have gathered from Mr. Parente’s
letter.
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There are five things I wish to bring to your attention. Three are somewhat general
in concept and are very specific to us. First of, we do not like breathing air pollution, we
think this is a bad idea for our lungs and for all the rest of the people in this part of town.
Second having commuted in and out of the site on Ledgeview Drive for the nine
years I can tell you that traffic is not a fun thing to deal with. When you look at the way it
gets backed up on Old County Road it just gets horrific. I can not imagine what the impact
would be as I am not a traffic specialist; logic tells me that there is an army of trucks going
in and out of this facility everyday that is not going to improve traffic problems on Old
County Road and Spring Street.
Our business relies on electricity. Reliable electricity that comes from the
substation on the corner of Spring Street and Old County Road, again I do not know the
full impact, but I can not imagine where the substation is a stones throw and hopefully not
a stones blast away the Pike pit. I just worry about our ability to have reliable electricity to
power our equipment.
On a much more personal note when we started building our building we
immediately hit ledge, which is understandable given the name of the street Ledgeview
Drive. You can see ledge everywhere, we are all sitting on ledge. We elected to build on
that ledge because we were told by the architect and the contractor that was a good solid
foundation to build a building, which is true and has been wonderful. Now every time there
is a blast our fillings vibrate, backbones shudder, it is just horrible for us in that building.
We have a number of specific concerns. With the building sitting on that ledge, I have this
horrible thought that as the blasting continues over the decades that ledge may fracture, the
ledge may separate, and the foundation that we are sitting may become unstable, which
then leads to problems with our walls and our ceilings.
We have a 130’ foot tower next to the building which now carries three and a
fourth cellular phone Company on it. That tower is not only sitting on ledge, it is pinned
into the ledge to give it stability. If that rock ledge fractures which seems logical to me if
someone is blasting less than a half a mile away for decades, there is no reason to think
that tower not capable of collapsing, once again causing property damage and who knows
what kind of personal injury.
As a TV station we have studios that have microphones and have cameras that are
operating all the time. Anytime the microphone is open and the blast goes off it renders
whatever we are doing useless. Sound is picked up by the microphones and we have to
start all over. The same thing with the cameras that are sitting on the floor, sitting on the
ledge that vibrates every time there is a blast, shakes the camera and anything we are doing
we stop and explain to the customers that we have to start all over again. We have very
serious concerns with our ability for us to continue our business, without the nuisance of
the noise, air pollution and traffic.
The final thing I want to mention is we have twelve satellite dishes in our front
yard and they are all aimed at satellites that are 23,000 miles out in space. It does not take a
lot of vibration to make those things vibrate off axis and you do not have to move too
many inches down here to go way off the direction that you are trying to get to 23,000
miles away. All of our TV shows that we get from our networks and our syndicators are
negatively impacted by the inability of the satellite dishes to be protected from any kind of
ground vibration.
When we decided to move from Portland out to Westbrook after a lot of review, we
looked at suburban areas, we were excited not only about the beauty of the area in which
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we were moving, but also about the vision the City of Westbrook, Planning members,
Administration and even the City Council shared with us. For a City that was going
forward and was going to severe its past with the heavy industry of the past and was in fact
looking for light manufacturing, high tech telecommunications, all the type of attractive
businesses that is when we said that is something we want to be a part of. So we went out,
spent our money, built our building and have been living very happily. The problem we
have now is we do not see anything about this project that is keeping with the vision that
was presented to us as an inducement for us to come to Westbrook. We feel we were told
one thing years ago and now all of a sudden we are hearing things about a project that is
exactly 180 degrees out of phase with everything we were told.
We see this as a giant step backwards and a step literally into the Stone Age.
Warren Knight I am here representing Smiling Hill Farm located at 781 County Road and
our parcel extends toward this site (Editors Note: showed the parcel on the map). Our
property extends from County Road to Saco Street around Calpine.
We are very concerned about this project for a number of reasons, first is the
blasting. The pit has been there, an open mine pit, surface extraction of mineral Orr. That
has been in existence for years and years, but they really did not start blasting until Pike
purchased the rights from Blue Rock Industries. When that started that really shook us
when a blast went off. We had no idea what it was. I actually called the City of Westbrook
Police and they were able to tell us that it was Pike Industries.
It has an effect on our livestock; there is nothing we can do to mitigate that. We can
tell personnel if we are given fair warning that there will be a blast at 11:00 am, or 12:00
am or 2:00 o’clock in the afternoon but I can not tell the cows that. The only alternative I
have is confinement to try to prevent them from bolting through fences or from panicking.
We live in a suburban area with our farm and we have tried to survive there over the years.
One example I can give you is the jetport, they fly over us on the east to west runway. The
jets the cattle can get used too. The noise builds in intensity slowly, they peak and then the
noise falls off. The cows seem to adjust to that, it is the abrupt unanticipated feature of the
blast that really sets them on edge.
Our other worry is because we are an organic farm we are still on our own well out
there. We are one of the last businesses that are on well water. There is City water in the
street for us, but we continue to use well water as it is unclorinated and fluorinated and we
are worried what continued blasting will have as an affect on our water source over the
years. This is particularly a case as many of you know of our location we abut the old
Westbrook landfill, the Sandyhill Landfill, located off Saco Street and that is continually
tested by DEP and a few engineering firms twice yearly to ensure that the subsurface water
and methane are not migrating off the site, in particularly towards our well. We are worried
what blasting might do to the base.
We are called Smiling Hill Farm because the hill is that rise of ledge that Pike
Industries is going to quarry. That rise of ledge goes through Ledgewood Drive which has
the television station, New England Pet and many more on the same ledge, so when that
blasting does occur on that ledge we do feel it directly.
Another concern of ours is the Clarke Brook corridor. As an organic farm we are
very concerned about the echo balance that we achieve. We have a lot of fields and an
equal amount of woodlands and it is important to us we have The insects, birds and
wildlife that move in and out of our farm perform a service, they help keep down the other
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populations of what might be nuisance wildlife. The Clarke Brook is an important corridor
that is off the Stroudwater River corridor which feeds into our farm as an important
ecological corridor to help sustain our farm for wildlife habitat and for moving on, through
and off our farm.
The last aspect of it is the traffic aspect. It is hard for me to stand here and criticize
someone else’s traffic when I am driving up and down County Road with a tractor and a
hay wagon but I do not make hundreds of trips a day. I do worry about the traffic and what
impact that would be especially if the trucks get lined up behind me and want to pass.
These roads are all two lane roads, I know where Pike is located now has four lane roads
and if you count the Maine Turnpike six lane roads surrounding it which allows traffic to
move around slow trucks exiting.
Derwood Parkinson I am an attorney for New Age Media. You have heard Mr. Fink
speak to the subtenant concerns for New Age Media the TV Station has of the project.
I would like to make a couple of comments about the process and ask a couple of
questions. Clearly we agree that this is a significant project and we look forward to a
thorough review process and I have a couple of questions and concerns about that process.
One is that the process be as transparent as possible. I found the presentation a bit
confusing because of the fact that there was a change between one sketch plan that was
presented and an amended plan that was presented. The statement was made that we are
presenting both and then it turned out that we were back to the original sketch plan. I am
hoping in the future perhaps the Board would consider some sort of rules of the road or
rules of engagement that any new submissions have to be submitted by a certain time and
there can be no sort of changing in those submissions so that the abutters like ourselves
have the opportunity to review those submissions and the opportunity to make the
appropriate comments. We think that is a reasonable request as a practical matter we were
wondering if some sort of protocol could be set up, copying of plans, the Planning Office
was very cooperative with me and asked for a copy of plans. Obviously the volume of
those plans are going to increase, so we are wondering if some protocol could have an
extra set of plans be available to take out for outside copying or extra copies could be
purchased, something that makes it easy and user friendly for an interested abutter to get
all of the information to prepare for a meeting.
There was also a mention of a Planner’s memo, I am not sure what the practice here
is but when the Planners memo are done we were wondering if we could get on the list and
there could be a procedure for that to be e-mailed or circulated in advance so we could
look at that too. Again that would be a public document and would be interesting reading
to all concerned.
Also I would like to ask about the timing for when the town would engage out side
consultants to review the project. Clearly your Ordinance is contemplating directly allow
for that and that is something that is at the applicants expense. When will that occur and
there are also legal issues that are pertinent to the project. I know that one of the attorneys
has submitted a legal argument with a request that the project be heard as a site plan and as
a special exception. I think I heard Ted say he agrees that it is going to be considered both
and I would like to hear if that could be confirmed. If not if that could be submitted to legal
counsel for an opinion to see which track we are on a special exception, site plan or both.
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Basically our concerns are about the process hopefully this can be a well argued,
thorough process. I know you have a difficult job and we look forward to working with
you.
Ed Reidman are we the first Planning Board you have spoken before? Do all the other
Planning Boards have rules and regulations?
If you come in and talk to the staff, I am sure that they will point you in the right
direction. I also believe our Ordinances are on the web. You can go there to find them and
the City will certainly cooperate and provide you with any materials that you feel
necessary. We have a set procedure for our working. We want to work cooperatively with
the people here to express their concerns and with the applicant. We have the rules that we
have to follow and it is the duty of Planning Board to review everything that is submitted
and to make judgments.
Derwood Parkinson I certainly did not want to convey the impression that there were not
any rules and regulations. I just wanted to get a greater understanding of what the rules and
regulations were and to find out about the specific questions of the availability of plans that
I can take up with the Planner directly. My comments were not meant as an attack on
Board, that is not what I intended. I have seen prior meeting and it seems like a well run
Board and I hope my comments were not misinterpreted.
Kirby Pilcher I am representing Artel, located at 25 Bradley Drive, a technology firm in
the Five Star Park. We have been there a little over ten years. Through all the hard work
and all the people who work for the company support of Westbrook we have become
world leader in a small technology nitch. We have about 2,000 customers around the
world, some as an example the Police Department of Hong Kong that use some of our
instruments to use for testing on there forensic data, instruments used by the FBI, the
FDA, major Medical Centers including Maine Medical, Mercy Hospital, big
pharmaceuticals etc..
So we have been quite successful thanks again to our employees and the support of
the City of Westbrook in the past ten or eleven years. It has been a very good experience.
I was looking at the website on the wall and coming into the twenty-first century,
this discussion is interesting because it brings us to what could be considered a cross roads.
What decisions are going to be made, how is Westbrook a really great City now to become
even more exceptional moving into the coming decades, what is the path going to be?
For our company and companies like ours this is very critical. We came to the
Industrial Park about eleven years ago after talking with members of the City Council and
other representative from the City all of whom impressed us very favorably. We said this
is going to be a good place to settle. We feel if the vision is maintained for the kind of
businesses, science oriented competitive jobs, futures oriented, growth for the kids in the
City this will be good as more companies like ourselves will move in. We will continue to
grow and prosper. Other world leaders, like our neighbor Idexx will settle there.
So if you want to look at a vision for the 21st century think five, ten, twenty years
ahead this could be excellent but we have to stay the course and we have to maintain a
focus and certainly for our companies and from the view from any company like ours the
future of the City maintaining that focus on the vision which we first heard from the City
eleven years ago to us is very important as well to the community.
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Dick Daigle I am the Director for Facilities at Idexx Laboratories. On behalf of Idexx we
appreciate the time to share our comments and concerns for the proposed sketch plan
currently being reviewed.
Idexx recognizes Pike is presenting their sketch plan review and not all details have
been finalized. However as Westbrook’s largest employer Idexx feels it is important to
share our concerns with the significant expansion plans Idexx has considered. We
recognize the quarry has been in place in the Five Star industrial Park since Idexx moved
into the park in 1991. The quarrying activity then and for the past seventeen years has been
pretty limited. Idexx has been involved with the City Administration for the past several
years to define the future vision for the Five Star Industrial Park. In 2006 the City held its
first economic summit in the area for business leaders to assist the City with developing
the vision in economic initiatives. In 2007 the City updated its strategic economic
development plan stating to maintain an environment and an atmosphere to attract new
businesses to the City by continuing to implement a Comprehensive Plan through
proactive zoning ordinances, development of implemented strategies and recommendation
of targeted economic and business development sectors. In particular and based on the
City’s economic assets the City will develop strategies for the following targeted sectors:
Bio Science, Bio Tech, precision manufacturing, information technology, finance and
Business Services. On March 19th the Mayor issued a notice to the Five Star Industrial
Park businesses indicating that the Pike proposal to expand the Spring Street Quarry was
inconsistent with the City’s vision for that area. The City’s vision was also confirmed by a
letter to the City Council from the City Administrators Office dated March 21st.
The City Administrator recommended that the City Council approve a zoning
change for the Five Star Industrial Park which would prohibit Pikes development. Based
with other business owners the City’s vision for the area is a powerful statement.
In 2006 Idexx Laboratories became a property owner in the park, when they
purchased the former Data General building. Our commitment to become a business owner
in the City took consideration with the City’s vision for the area.
In June of 2007 the Planning Board approved our expansion project to construct a
200,000 square foot new manufacturing building and an investment of seventy five
million. Since 2006 we have hired 600 Maine employees, to bring our current employee
base over 1500 employees, one hundred and fifty of which live in the City of Westbrook.
The current plan being proposed by Pike Industries is extremely large, impactful to
the community and warrants a detailed review of the Planning Board.
Idexx does not believe the future development of the Spring Street Quarry will
significantly benefit the Westbrook community nor align with the City’s vision to attract
new businesses. Additionally we feel the Pike development will negatively affect the
overall image of the park and will eventually realize the loss of new or expanded
businesses in the area.
We recognize quarry and asphalt production is a necessity for the State’s economic
growth. We believe the location for the quarry and asphalt plant and rock crushing
operation is better suited to the area of less density populates, demonstrated in the aerial
maps of other Pike operation across the State. The operations like the one proposed are
typically located in rural areas. In regards to permitting Idexx’s Attorney from Drummond
and Woodsome has reviewed the City’s Land Use Ordinance, his research indicates that
Pike has no permits for the site in the City of Westbrook. In accordance of the City’s
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Ordinances we believe you are required to obtain a site plan and special exception approval
for the Spring Street Quarry.
In closing the Pike Development will have a major negative impact to the area and
not in line with the vision of the City. We encourage the Planning Board to consider all the
negative impacts that it will have on the City. We wish to be on the record as Idexx will
oppose this project going forward.
George Rodrigues I live at184 Carlson Street, in Ward f and I also work in the Five Star
Industrial Park and am a government employee at Artel where I serve an the Senior
Scientific Manager, what ht at means is that I am the technical director over the testing and
things that we do in the Laboratory.
Previous speakers have touched upon the general vision for their companies. I want
to speak of a technical concern that I have related to measurements we need to make. We
have thousands of customers around the world and they rely on us for accurate measuring
systems. Kirby was rather modest when he spoke, we make the most sensitive volume
measuring system available in the world and for that reason it is used in specialized
laboratories. Our customers are regulated by Federal Law or the laws of there own
countries. Even though our equipment needs to be calibrated when it comes to them, it has
be calibrated in the laboratory that is accredited. That is what we have pursued. We have
an independent inspector that comes in and evaluates our measurements. The last time they
inspected out facility, they confirmed that we have the best measurement capability
anywhere in the world for the specific measurements we do. We make sensitive force
measurements in a gravitational field and the instruments we use currently have a
resolution of 1 part in 5 million. I know that is a big number, but the instruments can detect
deflections or changes in acceleration that are less than one millionth of the gravitational
force we feel. The instruments are difficult to isolate from seismic vibration. Below
frequency the seismic shocks get transmitted through our building and interrupt our
measurements. The calibrations we do can take hours to set up. We may have calibrated
them overnight, we will come in and it will take 4 to 6 hours to set them up and run them.
We sometimes get strange results and it was not until recently that I learned of the
blasting in the area.
In additional to my work at Artel I also participate in the National committees
around the area of precision weighing and I chair the ASTM committee on weighing
devices and I chair the US Technical Advisory group to ISO the standards organization in
Europe that deals with laboratory equipment. Through that I have developed some expert
contacts, so when the subject of seismic vibration came up I contacted five of those experts
including the National Institute of Standards and Technology located in DC. The
manufacturers of the equipment we use in Switzerland and expert consultant in Maryland
and two laboratories, one in Oklahoma and one in North Carolina that have had trouble
with blasting in area. So the consensus of these five sets of experts is that generally
blasting needs to be 2 miles away from your operation, to make the kinds of measurements
we need to do. We are located at 25 Bradley Drive that I think is about one half mile away
from the project.
We know that we have been feeling blasts lately and if we can feel them, our
instruments can certainly detect them. They interfere with our measurements. This echoes
what other people have said this kind of a shock load; especially transmitted sub-surface is
a real concern for us. The consensus of the experts was that blasting within this short range
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is an incompatible use. It does not mean that the people in that field are bad, or that we are
bad it is just that these two operations are not compatible. This needs to be considered as
we go forward.
Another thing I would like to mention is that Artel recently purchased the building
next to us at 15 Bradley Drive and our plan is to build a new laboratory over there and to
equip it with a new instrument that is 10 times more sensitive than we are currently doing.
We will need to install that by cutting a hole in the floor, put a mass in the ground to
stabilize it and mount the instrument on there. If the ground is fluctuating then that is not
going to work for us. We need to continue to be a leader and make the measurements we
do and we need an environment where we can do that.
Dan Wade I am a Ward 3 resident on 7 Louise Street. I am looking at the proposed site
and wondering why Pike is trying to cram so much in this site that is 69 acres when most
of the other sites they have in rural settings that has 300 acres. They are away from
residential, farm areas and traffic congestion. It seems that there would be a better location
outside City limits in a more rural area.
Another thing is the infrastructure improvements; traffic is a concern especially
after spending millions of dollars on the improvement to the intersection there, now we are
going to add slow moving big trucks. Now that improvement to the intersection is not
going to be enough to cope with all that. The road structure will not support the weight
added by these trucks.
During the presentation they touched on the noise, but very little about the dust.
Look at the car dealerships near the current quarry, daily the cars are coated in dust. The
wind moves dust around, what kind of issues will be looked at for the dust contained on
the property.
They touched very little on the sound. I did some research and if I heard correctly,
the hot asphalt plant runs 24-7 and the sound generated by these plants are the equivalent
of two jet engines. That will be detrimental noise to any residents in the area. That is a lot
of noise to be droning on and on. That does not even account for the rock crusher, the
trucks going in and out and the other sounds associated with all that. The whole thing
seems to be incompatible with the area. This spot may be great for Pike, but for the
surrounding area it is not. What became of the City vision the High Tech corridor along
Eisenhower Drive area that they have been marketing for years? This rock crusher and
asphalt plant operation does not fit that at all and is not compatible to what is currently
there.
There has been a 180 degree turn around and the City said we will take Pike too.
The consensus is that this project does not fit where it is proposed to go. What are we left
with after 120 years have gone by 2 big holes in the ground?
Brendon Rielly 10 Alberta Drive also the President of the City Council. It was mentioned
earlier in a meeting with the City Council that there were some issues that was discussed in
that meeting and I would like to make a couple of quick comments. After a meeting with
the Committee of the Whole a couple of months ago when we had before us the question
of a rezone of this area which was tabled at the time and remains before the Committee of
the Whole, I was approached by both Idexx and also Pike to continue the discussion that
had been held before that with different members of the Administration at City Hall. I was
pleased with that and happy to do that and brought with me the Mayor, the City
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Administrator and also Drew Gattine who is the Councilor for this area and is also the
Chair of the Committee of the Whole. I would say that during our meeting with Pike and
Idexx I certainly found the representatives from both companies to be extremely
professional, dedicated, smart and hard working people. What our goal was at the time
was too simply to encourage the people who are involved with this and affected by this to
continue talking. I understand that there was some continued discussions between Pike
and Idexx and it was our goal for those discussions to move on to involve the residents of
the area and take their concerns into effect and the other businesses that could be impacted
by this development. I am disappointed that it has gotten to this point here where there
does not seem to be a consensus on how this should move forward but certainly I hope that
everyone involved has used this process here before this Board as a further opportunity to
continue those discussions and to air those concerns.
Ed Reidman is there anyone else that cares to speak?
No comments
Ed Reidman can I have a motion to return to regular session?
Rene Daniel moved to return to regular session.
2nd by Cory Fleming
The vote was unanimous in favor 5-0
7. Resume Regular Session
8. Adjourn
Respectfully submitted by Linda Gain PECE Secretary
MINUTES MAY NOT BE TRANSCRIBED VERBATIM. SECTIONS MAY BE PARAPHRASED FOR CLARITY. A COMPLETE
RECORDING MAY BE OBTAINED BY CONTACTING ENGINEERING, PLANNING AND CODE ENFORCEMENT at 207-854-9105
ext. 220 and lgain@westbrook.me.us. THANK YOU
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